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Arlen Ness Front Lowering Kits
This Arlen Ness design simplifies lowering the front of your bike. These 
specially designed fork dampers are shortened and drilled in a strategic 
position to maintain a factory ride quality with a lowered stance. Each 
kit comes with 2 complete damper assemblies and utilizes the OEM 
springs.
654005 Fits all 84-99 FXST/FLST Softail models with 41mm forks (lowers 

FXST 2.5” & FLST 2”)
654006 Fits all 00-13 FXST/FLST Softail models with 41mm forks (lowers 

FXST 2.5” & FLST 2”) and 97-13 Touring models with 41mm forks 
(except 02-05 models with cartridge forks) lowers frontend 1.5”

654007 Fits all 90-05 FXD Dyna models with 39mm forks (lowers FXD 2” & 
FXDL/FXDS 2.75”) and 97-13 XL models (lowers front end 2”)

654003

Arlen Ness Complete Lowering Kits
The kits will give you just about everything you need to lower the front 
and rear of most late model Big Twins. The specially designed fork damp-
ers lower the front end without having to replace the factory springs. 
Each kit includes specially designed fork dampers, adjustable rear lower-
ing kit, and a 1” shorter kickstand (fork oil not included)
654003 Fits all 00-06 Softail models (except Springer & Deuce models)
654004 Fits all 07-14 Softail models (except Springer & Deuce models)

Custom Billet 
Fork Sliders 
These legs are CNC-
machined to perfection 
before being given 
a beautiful chrome 
finish. They feature a 
hidden axle assembly 
and caliper mount for 
84-99 caliper. They can 
be used in single disc 
applications. Sliders fit 
41 mm Wide Glide front 
ends from 84-99. Sold in 
complete sets with axle. 

600085 Spike billet fork sliders
600086 Missile billet fork sliders

600086600085

Custom Chrome Fork Sliders 
for Late Model 

Motorcycles
Unlike our competitors 
products, our polished 
legs are buffed to a mir-

ror-like finish. The chrome 
legs feature high-quality. 

American chrome-plating for 
a durable show bike finish. The 

fork legs for FX Softail models 
duplicate the style fitted to bikes 

since 91 with thru-bolts to mount 
the fenders. Kits include sliders, seals, 
bushings, and hardware. Sold in sets.

Fit Single Disc FX Softail, Dyna 
Wide Glide and 4-Speed FXWG Models from 84-99
09621 Fork sliders chrome for single disc 84-99 FXST, FXSTC, FXDWG, 

FXWG
09298 Polished

Fit Single Disc FX Softail and Dyna Wide Glide models from 00-06
601600 Sold in sets

26437

26449
26754

654005

Stainless Steel and Chrome Antique Headlamp Trim
Rear Left Hand Fork Panel
26753 Chrome

Triple Tree Top Covers
Original-style riser spacing with cutout for the wire loom cover (CC 
#26396) replaces OEM 45741-50. 
26449 Stainless steel

Original-style cover with 3 1/2" center-to-center riser spacing for use on 
late model triple trees.
26408 Stainless steel
26750 Chrome

Replacement Part
26396 Handlebar Cable Cover

Chrome Slider Covers
Beautifully chromed slider covers, available in standard or oversize 
lengths. Sold in pairs. Fit all 4- and 5-speed ‘Touring’ models from 49-88.
25234 Set of left and right chrome slider covers (repl. OEM 45964-49T)
25237 2" over stock length
25238 4" over stock length


